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Exhibit A: Title VI Service Standards and Policies 
 
Service Standards 
 
Unless otherwise noted, BART monitors its Service Standards and Policies on a line-by-line 
basis for each of its five lines. As shown in the system map below, BART‟s five lines are coded 
by the following colors Yellow (Pittsburg/Bay Point to SFO/Millbrae), Blue (Dublin/Pleasanton to 
Daly City), Orange (Richmond to Fremont), Green (Fremont to Daly City), and Red (Richmond 
to Millbrae). 
 


 
 
 


Minority  and Non-Minority BART Lines 


Chapter IV, Section 6.a. of Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Circular 4702.1b defines a 
minority transit route (or line) as one in which at least one-third of the line‟s revenue miles are 
located within areas where  the percentage minority population exceeds the percentage minority 
population of the transit provider‟s service area.  In order to make this determination, BART has 
calculated the minority populations and non-minority for the catchment areas for each of its 
stations using Census 2010 data. (The determination of which census tracts within the four 
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county BART service area are assigned to which BART station was made in the development of  
the BART Ridership Model (BRM), and is based on the 2008 home origin of surveyed BART 
station users.) Those stations whose catchment area‟s minority population share exceeds 
BART‟s Census 2010 service area average of 59.4% are considered “minority stations.” 


The next step is to add up the revenue vehicle miles serving minority stations. The result is 
shown in Table 1 below, which documents the minority revenue miles for each of BART‟s five 
lines and then compares it to the total revenue miles of those lines.  


Table 1: Minority and Non-Minority BART Lines 
Census 2010 Data 


Line Minority 
Revenue Miles 


Total 
Revenue Miles 


Minority Share of 
Revenue Miles 


Line 
Determination 


Yellow 16.5 53.1 31.1% Non-Minority 
Blue 20.2 38.8 52.1% Minority 
Orange  29.8 37.7 79.1% Minority 
Green 31.5 38.6 81.7% Minority 
Red 18.5 37.7 49.1% Minority 


 


As shown in Table 1 above, the Yellow-Line is the only BART line which has a less than one-
third minority share of its total revenue miles. This line, is therefore, determined to be a non- 
minority line, while the other four lines are determined to be minority lines. 


It is suggested in the FTA Circular that transit providers may supplement the Census 2010 
determination of minority and non-minority lines with ridership survey data to see if there is a 
different demographic profile for a station‟s ridership compared to its catchment area population. 
Using data from BART‟s 2008 Station Profile Study, it was determined that three stations (12th 
Street/Oakland City Center, 19th Street/Oakland, and West Oakland) would see their status 
change from minority to non-minority. Contrariwise, one station, San Bruno, would see its status 
change from non-minority to minority if the ridership survey data were used instead of the 
Census 2010 data. Lastly, the San Francisco Airport Station does not have a Census 2010 
station catchment area to allow it to be determined as either a minority or non-minority station. 
The 2008 Station Profile Study of the station‟s ridership, one the other hand, does allow it to be 
clearly defined as a non-minority station. As shown in Table 2 below, using ridership survey 
data instead of Census 2010 data would not affect which lines are determined to be minority 
versus non-minority.  
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Table 2: Minority and Non-Minority BART Lines 


BART 2008 Station Profile Survey Data 


Line Minority 
Revenue Miles 


Total 
Revenue Miles 


Minority Share of 
Revenue Miles 


Line 
Determination 


Yellow 10.8 53.1 20.3% Non-Minority 
Blue 16.4 38.8 42.3% Minority 
Orange  26.7 37.7 70.7% Minority 
Green 27.7 38.6 71.8% Minority 
Red 14.4 37.7 38.3% Minority 


 
1. Vehicle Load: 
 
BART„s Vehicle Load levels are measured at the maximum crowding points on its AM peak 
inbound (towards Oakland and San Francisco from the outlying areas of the Eastbay) train runs 
and its PM peak outbound (from Oakland and San Francisco to the outlying areas of the 
Eastbay) train runs. BART does not use the traditional Load Factor calculation (passengers per 
seat per revenue vehicle) since BART cars are equipped with a variety of seating options to 
accommodate bicyclists, passengers with luggage, and disabled passengers. BART‟s Vehicle 
Load standard is, instead, expressed in terms of the average number of passengers per 
revenue vehicle or “car”. Another reason for using the number of passengers per car Vehicle 
Load standard is that the average number of seats per BART car has been changing over the 
past several years to make the accommodations noted above, declining from 67 seats per car in 
2008 to 63 in 2012. 
 


 
Peak Period Peak Direction Vehicle Load Standard 


 


BART‟s Peak Period consists of its busiest three hours in the morning in terms of exiting activity 
at its key Central Business District Stations in San Francisco and the Eastbay (currently 
between 7:00AM and 10:00AM) and its busiest three hours in the afternoon (currently between 
4:00PM and 6:00PM).  BART‟s Fleet Management Plan disaggregates this Peak Period into a 
one-hour Peak-of-the Peak and the two remaining “Shoulder Hours.” 
 
When setting a Vehicle Load Standard it should be acknowledged that passenger comfort levels 
are not a linear function of the average number of passengers per car. There is, more 
accurately, a discontinuous “step function” relationship between passenger comfort and vehicle 
crowding. For a typical 63 seat BART car, the first major step relating passenger comfort to 
vehicle crowding is that which occurs at 63 passengers per car, i.e., where every passenger has 
a seat.  The next step would be where standee crowding space goes from being comfortable to 
being uncomfortable. 
 
Given that a 63 seat BART car has, on average, approximately 285 square feet of standee 
space, BART sets its one hour Peak-of-the-Peak Vehicle Load Standard at 107 passengers per 
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car since this provides 6.5 square feet of floor space for each of the 44 standees in a car. These 
6.5 square feet of standee space can be compared to the Transit Capacity and Quality of 
Service Manual, published by the Transit Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) which 
regards a crowding level of 5.4 square feet per standee as representing “a comfortable level 
without body contact, reasonably easy circulation, and similar space allocation as seated 
passengers.” 
 
Since the BART system has four lines converging on the Market Street subway corridor in San 
Francisco its peak period peak direction headways there are as low as 2.5 minutes per train. 
These short headways elevate the importance of free passenger circulation so that station dwell 
times can be kept as low as possible. For service planning and scheduling purposes, BART, 
therefore, uses a 6.5 square feet per passenger crowding level even though it exceeds the 
TCRP recommended 5.4 square feet level.  
 


As far as the Peak Shoulder Hours are concerned, BART uses a lower Vehicle Load standard of 
90 passengers per revenue vehicle in order to meet the greater space requirements of disabled 
passengers, passengers with bicycles, and passengers with luggage. This Vehicle Load level 
yields 10.5 square feet of standee space for the 27 standees per car. 
 
Combining the 107 passengers per car one hour Peak-of-the Peak Vehicle Load Standard with 
the 90 passengers per car two hour hour Peak-Shoulder Vehicle Load Standard, yields a three-
hour Peak Period Vehicle Load Standard for both the AM and PM of 98 passengers per car.1 
Adding to this combined Peak Vehicle Load Standard a growth factor to account for projected 
ridership increases through FY16 yields a final peak period Vehicle Load Standard of 100 
passengers per car. 
 
 
Off Peak Vehicle Load Standards 
 
During the Off Peak period (and the Off Peak Direction during the Peak Period), BART‟s 
objective is to provide a seat for every passenger, plus have space in each car for disabled 
passengers, passengers with bicycles, and passengers with luggage. Consequently the Off 
Peak Vehicle Load standard is 63 passengers per car. 
 


 
 
 
 


 


                                                           
1
 A ridership weighted average calculation is used to arrive at the 98 passengers per car Peak Period Vehicle Load 


Standard. The one-hour Peak-of-the-Peak accounts for 43% of Peak Period Peak Direction ridership at BART’s 
Central Business District stations, while the two hour Peak Shoulder accounts for 57% of these trips. The former 
percentage was multiplied by 107 passengers per car and the latter was multiplied by 90 passengers per car. The 
sum of these two figures, when rounded up to the nearest whole number, is 98 passengers per car.  
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BART’s Vehicle Load Standard 
 


    Period-Direction   Vehicle Load Standard 


AM/PM Peak Period-Peak Direction 100 passengers per car 


Off Peak 63 passengers per car 


 
 
 
Disparate Impact Test for Vehicle Load Levels 


 
Using as guidance BART‟s Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy (the DI/DB Policy), 
BART applies a 5% threshold to the analysis of its Vehicle Load Levels. 
 
During the six hour daily Peak Hour and Peak Shoulder Periods, a disparate impact on minority 
passengers would, therefore, exist when the average passengers per car on all minority lines in 
the Peak Direction is both 5% greater in aggregate than it is on non-minority lines and exceeds 
the 100 passengers per car Peak Vehicle Load Standard.  
 
The same test would apply for Off Peak train runs; therefore, a disparate impact on minority 
passengers would exist when the average passengers per car on all minority lines is 5% greater 
in aggregate than it is on non-minority lines and exceeds the 63 passengers per car Off Peak 
Vehicle Load Standard. 
  
 
2. Vehicle Headways 
 
BART‟s base headway standard for each of its five lines is 15 minutes during the early 
morning, mid-day, and AM/PM peak period and 20 minutes during the evening and weekend 
periods. There are several areas on the interior of BART system where multiple lines run 
through the same stations. These areas enjoy lower base headways than outlying parts of the 
system, as follows: 
 


Base Headways on the Interior Part of the BART System 
Line Section Lines Serving 


Section 
AM/PM Peak 
base headway 


Off-Peak Base 
Headway 


MacArthur to 12th Street 3 
Yellow/Red/Orange 


5 minutes 10 minutes 


Bay Fair to Lake Merritt 3 
Red/Orange/Blue 


5 minutes 10 minutes 


West Oakland to Daly City 4 
Yellow/Red/Green/Blue 


3.75 minutes 10 minutes 
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Beyond these base levels, additional trains may be added, subject to vehicle availability 
constraints, where necessary to balance passenger loading across all lines. 
 
 


Disparate Impact Test for Vehicle Headways 


 
Using as guidance, BART‟s Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy (the DI/DB 
Policy), BART applies a 5% threshold to the analysis of its Vehicle Headways. 
 
A disparate impact on minority riders would, therefore, exist when minority lines receive less 
than the level of service provided by BART‟s base headway standard: 15 minutes during early 
morning, mid-day, and peak service and 20 minutes during evening and weekend service. 
 
A disparate impact on minority riders would also exist when Vehicle Headways are reduced on 
non-minority line by more than could be justified by those lines‟ ridership relative to non-minority 
lines. Thus, if Peak Period Peak Direction average passengers per train (when measured at 
each line‟s maximum load point) are 5% or greater in aggregate on all minority lines than they 
are on non-minority lines, then a disparate impact exists. 
 
 
3. On-Time Performance 
 
BART measures on-time performance in two ways:  Train On-Time and Customer On-Time. 
Train On-Time is a measure of train runs completed as scheduled.  It is measured as the 
percentage of scheduled train runs that dispatch from the proper start station, provide service at 
all stations along planned routes without any run-throughs, and finish at the planned end station 
no more than 5 minutes beyond the scheduled arrival time.  The performance goal for Train On-
Time is set in the current operating budget at 94%. 
 
Customer On-Time is a measure of timely passenger arrivals relative to their scheduled arrival 
time.  It is measured as the percentage of riders who arrive at their destination station neither 
one minute before, nor five minutes after, the scheduled arrival time for their respective stations.  
The performance goal for Customer On-Time is currently set at 96%. 
 
BART tracks its monthly and annual On-Time performance against these two metrics for 
system-wide performance. The performance of each line, on the other hand, is evaluated 
against the Train On-Time standard alone since there is a large measure of imprecision 
involved in tracking customer arrival times by each line when there are so many Line-to-Line 
transfer points on the BART system. 
 
Disparate Impact Test for On-Time Performance 


 
BART‟s DI/DB Policy also guides the analysis of its On-Time Performance 
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A disparate impact on minority riders would exist when the average aggregate Train On-Time 
Performance for minority lines is both below BART‟s system-wide standard and is 5% lower 
than the average aggregate Train On-Time Performance for non-minority lines 
 
 
4. Service Availability 
 
BART‟s service area in includes all of the census tracts in the four counties which it serves 
(Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and San Mateo). The reason BART considers this as 
its service area, as opposed to only census tracts which provide the highest levels of BART 
ridership, is that BART is financed by a combination of sales tax and property tax levies which 
are imposed on the former three counties listed above in their entirety. As far as San Mateo 
County is concerned, while it is not a formal voting member of the BART District, it made a buy-
in contribution to BART during the 1990‟s and early 2000‟s to BART of over $400 million which 
was paid with a county-wide sales tax. In addition San Mateo County residents contribute to the 
ongoing expenses of BART service within the County‟s boundaries through another county-wide 
sales tax.  
 
BART‟s Service Availability can be represented by the distribution of its 5 lines and 44 stations 
across this four-county service area. To develop a quantitative measure of this distribution 
BART calculates the linear distance in miles from the population-centroid of each census tract 
within these four counties to their nearest BART station. 
 


 


Disparate Impact Test for Service Availability 


 
Using as guidance BART‟s DI/DB Policy, BART applies a 5% threshold to the analysis of its 
Service Availability. 
 
A disparate impact on minority riders would exist when minority census tracts have on average 
a 5% greater linear distance to their nearest BART station than non-minority census tracts 
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Service Policies 
 
1. Distribution of Transit Amenities 
 
Except as noted below or otherwise precluded by station design considerations, the following 
amenities shall be distributed equitably across all stations on the BART system, and generally 
be in proportion to each station‟s ridership: 
 


 Customer Information Services (a combination of brochures, time tables, public address 
systems, digital information systems, and station agents which is in proportion to 
ridership, station size, and passenger flow density)  


 Restrooms (where appropriate given the security needs of BART patrons and the BART 
system)  


 Platform Area Benches 
 Trash receptacles 
 Platform Canopies 
 Route maps 
 Arrival Information Systems 
 Ticket Vending Machines, Addfares, and Change Machines 
 Emergency (Courtesy) Telephones 
 Elevators and Escalators 
 Parking Spaces (unless otherwise limited by local geographic, planning, and funding 


considerations) 
 Bicycle Parking and Storage 
 Bus Access Facilities (where space is available on BART station property and service is 


provided by local bus operators). 
 
BART uses the same Census 2010 station catchment area analysis that was used in the 
determination of minority and non-minority lines to identify minority and non-minority stations. 
That is, a station is considered a minority station when the minority share of its catchment area 
population exceeds the 59.4% minority share of the population of the BART four-county service 
area. Tables 3 and 4 below show these results: 
 


Table 3 
Minority BART Stations 


(Census 2010 Minority Population Exceeds 59.4%) 
Richmond Lake Merritt Bay Fair Fremont Daly City 
El Cerrito del Norte Fruitvale Hayward West Oakland Colma 
19th Street/ Oakland Coliseum South Hayward Glen Park Pittsburg/Bay Point 
12th Street/ Oakland San Leandro Union City Balboa Park South San Francisco 
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Table 4 
Non-Minority BART Stations 


(Census 2010 Minority Population is Equal to or Less Than 59.4%) 
El Cerrito Plaza Concord Rockridge 16th Street San Bruno 
North Berkeley Pleasant Hill Embarcadero 24th Street San Francisco Airport* 
Berkeley Walnut Creek Montgomery Castro Valley Millbrae 
Ashby Lafayette Powell Dublin/Pleasanton  
Macarthur Orinda Civic Center N. Concord/Martinez  
*San Francisco Airport station‟s determination is based on 2008 Ridership Survey since it has no catchment area  
 
 
Disparate Impact Test for Station Amenities 


 
A disparate impact on minority riders would exist when, taking into account the limitations 
identified in section 1. above, minority stations have fewer transit amenities than non-minority 
stations in a majority of the amenity categories evaluated. For example, if BART has 21 amenity 
categories, then a disparate impact would exist if, among the majority of stations sampled, the 
minority stations had fewer amenities than non-minority stations in 11 or more categories.  
 
2. Vehicle Assignment 


BART‟s proposed policy for vehicle assignment is to assure that all of its heavy rail cars are 
identical and interchangeable across all of its lines. Consequently, BART‟s three  major car 
types (A/B/C) all have similar performance characteristics, amenities, and interior space.  


One area where there are slight, but measurable differences among BART‟s rail cars is age. A 
simple comparison of the average age of the fleet serving each of BART‟s five lines is 
problematic because the original 439 car BART A&B Car fleet was delivered in the early 1970‟s 
and then renovated between 1998 and 2002. The C-Car fleet was delivered in two phases, with 
150 C1 vehicles entering revenue service between 1987 and 1990 and the 80 C2 vehicles 
entering revenue service between 1995 and 1996. Since it is difficult to say which are older cars 
the 40 year old, but recently renovated A&B Cars, or the 16 to 26 year old C-Cars, another 
concept must be utilized: their remaining minimum useful life. 


Grant agreements between BART and FTA established that the renovation of the A&B Car Fleet 
would add a minimum of 15 years of useful life to these cars.  As of 2013 the average remaining 
minimum useful life for these renovated cars is 3.5 years for the 59 A-Cars and 2.5 years for the 
380 B- Cars. FTA Circular 5010.1D establishes that the minimum useful life for a new rail 
vehicle is 25 years. This yields a combined average remaining minimum useful life for the un-
renovated 230 vehicle C-Car fleet of 3.0 years. 


It is important at this time for focus on the allocation of the rail car fleet based on remaining 
useful life because starting in 2017 BART will start receiving its Fleet of the Future. This new 
fleet will be used to replace the entire existing 669 cars as well as add additional cars to service 
both extensions and core system growth. 
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Disparate Impact Test for Vehicle Assignment 


 
Using as guidance, BART‟s Disparate Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy (the DI/DB 
Policy), BART applies a 5% threshold to the analysis of its Vehicle Assignment. 
 
A disparate impact on minority riders would exist when vehicles used on minority lines in 
aggregate have 5% less average remaining useful life per rail car than vehicles used on non-
minority lines. 
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Background 


 BART is required to develop system-wide service standards and 
policies to ensure service design and operations practices do not 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin.   


 FTA Title VI Circular 4702.1B (October 1, 2012) requires Board 
approval of service standards and policies.  


 


 The Service Standards and Policies will be included in the 2013 
Title VI Program Update to the Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA).  


 


 Present Title VI Triennial Update, including Service Monitoring 
Results to the Board for approval on January 23, 2014.  
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Title VI Service Standards and Policies  
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 The Yellow Line (Pitts/BP to 
SFO) is the only non-
minority line. 


 


 The FTA defines a minority 
line as one that travels at 
least 33% of its length 
through minority areas.  
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Title VI Service Standards and Policies 







Title VI Service Standards and Policies 


 Richmond 


 El Cerrito del 
Norte 


 19th St/Oakland 


 12th St/Oakland 


 Lake Merritt 


 Fruitvale 


 Coliseum 


 San Leandro 


 Bay Fair 


 Hayward 


 


 South Hayward 


 Union City 


 Fremont 


 West Oakland 


 Glen Park 


 Balboa Park 


 Daly City 


 Colma 


 Pittsburg/Bay 
Point 


 South San 
Francisco 
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 Out of 44 total stations, 20 are 
minority stations.  







Vehicle Load Standard 


 Expressed in terms of Passengers per Car (PPC). 
 


 Fleet Averaged 63 Seats per Car between 2012 and 2013. 
 


 100 PPC is proposed 3 Hour AM/PM Peak Periods Standard. 


 107 PPC One-Hour Peak of Peak: 6.5 Sq. Feet per Standee 


 90 PPC Two-Hour Peak Shoulder: 10.5 Sq. Feet per Standee 


 Allowance for ridership growth through 2016 
 


 One Passenger per Seat is Off Peak Standard. 
 


 Fleet availability is maxed out until new cars arrive in 2017. 
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Vehicle Load Standard 


 One hour peak of the peak standard: 


 107 passengers per car. 


 63 seats plus 44 standees (6.5 square feet per standee). 


 


 
 


 







Standee area grows as crowding grows. Morning standee limits are noted in purple. 


     107ppc 
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Travel time to  
Embarcadero 
(in minutes) 


  
  30’ 


   


    


   32’  


 


 


 


32’ 


24’ 


  90ppc 


Vehicle Load Standard 







Disparate Impact Test: 


 Use as guidance the Board adopted 5% Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy Threshold. 


 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when the 
average number of passengers per car on minority lines: 


 Exceeds Peak or Off Peak Period Vehicle Load Standards, and 


 Exceeds by 5% the average number of passengers per car on non-
minority lines. 
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Vehicle Load Standard 







Vehicle Headway Standard 


 A “Headway” is the amount of scheduled time between trains 
running on the same line and in the same direction. 


 


 BART’s Base Headways for each line are: 


 15 Minutes during the early AM, peaks & mid-day. 


 20 minutes during evenings/weekends. 


 


 Additional Peak Period “Rush Trains” are added to the busiest 
Line (Yellow Line) to maintain Vehicle Load Standards. 
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Disparate Impact Test: 


 Use as guidance the Board adopted 5% Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy Threshold. 


 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when 
minority lines: 


 Receive less than the Base Headway level of service, and 


 Have a 5% greater average number of passengers per train than non-
minority lines during Peak Periods when “Rush Trains” are added to 
service. 
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Vehicle Headway Standard 







On-Time Performance Standard 


 A BART train is “on-time” if it: 


 Dispatches from its scheduled origin station. 


 Makes stops at all scheduled stations along its line, and 


 Arrives at its terminal station within 5 minutes of the scheduled 
time. 


 


 The current standard for Train On-Time Performance is 94%. 


 


 BART also measures system-wide customer on-time 
performance, but cannot measure this on a line-by-line basis. 
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Disparate Impact Test: 


 Use as guidance the Board adopted 5% Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy Threshold. 


 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when the 
on-time performance of minority lines: 


 Is below the system-wide Train On-Time standard, and 


 Is 5% lower than the Train On-Time performance of non-minority 
lines. 
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On-Time Performance Standard 







Service Availability Standard 


 BART’s Service Area includes 
all the census tracts in its 4 
counties (Alameda, Contra 
Costa, San Francisco, and San 
Mateo). 


 


 The FTA Service Availability 
Standard seeks to measure the 
distribution of BART’s Lines 
and Stations across minority 
and non- minority census tracts 
within the 4 county service 
area. 
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Average Linear Distance to the Nearest BART Station: 


 BART can now calculate the 
linear distance between: 


 The population center of each of 
its 918 service area Census 
Tracts, and 


 Their nearest BART station. 


 


 It can also, therefore, calculate 
the average linear distance for 
all minority census tracts (454) 
and non-minority census tracts 
(464) to their near BART 
station. 
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Service Availability Standard 







Disparate Impact Test: 


 Use as guidance the Board adopted 5% Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy Threshold. 


 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when the 
average linear distance from the population center of minority 
census tracts to the nearest BART station is: 


 Is 5% greater than the average linear distance from the population 
center of non-minority census tracts to the nearest BART station. 
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Service Availability Standard 







Transit Amenities Policy 


 Transit Amenities are items 
of comfort, convenience, and 
safety that are available to 
the general riding public. 


 


 Title VI Circular requires that 
they be distributed equitably 
across our system, generally 
in proportion to each 
station’s ridership. 
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21 Amenity Categories 


 Customer info. systems (Brochures, time 
tables, train arrival signs, PA’s, etc.) 


 Restrooms 


 Platform Benches 


 Trash Receptacles 


 Platform Canopies 


 Route Maps 


 AFC equipment (vendors, addfares, bill 
changers) 


 Emergency Phone 


 Elevators & Escalators 


 Parking Spaces 


 Bicycle Parking & Storage 


 Bus Access Facilities 


Station Pairs Analysis 


 Select station pairs with similar 
line locations and ridership levels, 
one being a minority and non-
minority station. 


 


 Determine if minority stations 
have fewer amenities in a majority 
of the 21 Amenity categories. 
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Transit Amenities: Analysis of Station Pairs 







Station Pairs Analysis Example 


 


Station Pair Analysis  


Column 1 


12th St. Oakland City Center 


Column 2 


Downtown Berkeley 


Column 1 – Column 2 


Variance 


Location Type Urban Urban   


Minority Catchment Area Yes No   


Title VI Category Minority Non-Minority   


Platform Type Center Center   


Ridership (FY13 Exits) 13,311 12,949 -382 


Amenities:       


Public Address Systems Yes Yes 0 


Digital Information Systems Yes Yes 0 


Arrival Information Systems 12 8 +4 


Station Agent Booths (staffed) 3 2 +1 


Brochure Bins 5 1 +4 


Time Tables 21 4 +17 


Route Maps 17 6 +11 


Trash Receptacles 10 7 +3 


Restrooms 2 2 0 


Platform Benches 15 12 +3 


Ticket Vending Machines 15 12 +3 


Addfares 6 5 +1 


Change Machines 3 2 +1 


Emergency Courtesy Telephones 24 10 +14 


Platform Elevators 1 1 0 


Platform Escalators 8 1 +7 


Parking Spaces 0 0 0 


Bicycle Lockers 8 0 0 


Bicycle Rack & Storage Spaces 30 268 -230 


Bus Access Facilities (Bays) 0 0 0 
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 Station amenities disparate impact test: 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when 
a sample of like station pairs shows that minority stations 
have fewer transit amenities in a majority of the 21 amenity 
categories evaluated. 
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Transit Amenities Policy 







Vehicle Assignment Policy 


BART has three rail car types. 
All have very similar 
performance, amenities, and 
interior space: 


 A: 59 cars (w/ operator cab). 


 Built in early 1970’s,renovated 
late 1990’s/early 2000’s. 


 B: 380 cars (no operator cab). 


 Built in early 1970’s,renovated 
late 1990’s/early 2000’s. 


 C: 230 cars (w/ operator cab). 


 Built in late 1980’s/mid 1990’s. 
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Focus on Remaining Useful Life: 


 


 FTA Title VI Circular suggests that 
Vehicle Assignment Policy be based on 
vehicle age. 


 


 Renovation of A/B Car Fleet directs 
our focus to remaining minimum 
useful life, not absolute age. 


 


 FTA-funded renovation added 15 years 
to A&B Car minimum useful life. 


 


 Un-renovated C-Cars have the FTA 
standard 25 year minimum useful life. 
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BART’s Fleet of the Future to begin 
entering service in 2017 


775th car would enter service in 2025 


Vehicle Assignment Policy 







Current Remaining Minimum Useful Life 


Car 


Model 


Dates Manufactured/ 


Rehabilitated 
Number of Cars 


Remaining 


Useful Life  


(Years) 


A 


1972 Original 


 2000 to 2002 


Rehabilitated 


59 3.5 


B 


1972 Original 


1998 to 2002 


Rehabilitated 


380 2.5 


C 
1987 to 1990/1995 to 


1996 
230 3.0 


Total 


Fleet 
  669   
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Disparate Impact Test: 


 BART tracks the assignment of each car type to each of the five 
lines on the system. 


 


 Use as guidance the Board adopted 5% Disparate 
Impact/Disproportionate Burden Policy Threshold. 


 


 A disparate impact on minority passengers would exist when 
the remaining average minimum useful life of cars assigned to 
minority lines is 5% less than the remaining minimum useful 
life of cars assigned to non-minority lines. 
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Vehicle Assignment Policy 







 


 The Board of Directors adopt the proposed Title VI Service 
Standards and Policies.  
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Motion 








Purpose:  Award Contract No. 07EA-110, 
19th St Station Entrance Enclosure 


 
   Award (January to 
 March 2014) 
• Low Bidder Blocka 


Construction, Inc.  
• Bid Price of $969,000 below 


Engineer’s Estimates 
• Responsive and responsible 
• Total of 8 Subcontractors 
• MBE(40.5%)/WBE(26%) 
• Small Business preference of 


5% did not affect award to 
Blocka 


• Funding – Prop 1B PTMISEA 
• Recommend Award of 


Contract No. 07EA-110 to 
Blocka Construction, Inc.  


Open Bids  
• Dec. 17, 


2013 
• 5 Bids 


Received 


Advertise 
• Nov. 17, 


2013 


Construction 
• NTP Mar. 2014 
• Completion 


Expected Dec. 
2014 


Contract No. 07EA-110 
Station Entrance Enclosure Pilot       
at 19th Street Station 







Program Objectives 
 Enhance patron and employee 


comfort and safety 
 Reduce weather-related accidents  
 Enhance station security 
 Increase station visibility and 


wayfinding 
 Shield escalator from weather 
 Protect District assets 


Contract No. 07EA-110 
Station Entrance 
Enclosure Pilot        
at 19th Street Station 







Pilot Location 
 Complexity   
 Level of usage 
 Supportive to surrounding 


developments 
 


Contract No. 07EA-110 
Station Entrance 
Enclosure Pilot       
at 19th Street Station 


Pilot approach 
 Document Constructability 
 Test Operability 
 Learn Maintainability 







CUSTOMIZABLE 
ROOF PANELS 


 
DEMOUNTABLE 


STEEL STRUCTURE 
 


CUSTOMIZABLE 
SIGNAGE MODULE 


 


SITE-SPECIFIC, 
DEMOUNTABLE 
SKYLIGHT 


CUSTOMIZABLE 
ENCLOSURE PANELS 


 


  


SITE-SPECIFIC BART 
ENTRANCE ID 


SITE-SPECIFIC TRANSIT 
INFORMATION DISPLAY 


Design for Adaptability 
 Modular 


 Context sensitive 
 Sustainability 


 


Contract No. 07EA-110 
Station Entrance Enclosure Pilot       
at 19th Street Station 







Architectural Design Principles 
 Form follows function 
 Efficient and dignified presence 
 Simplicity in construction, operations and maintenance 


 


Contract No. 07EA-110 
Station Entrance Enclosure Pilot       
at 19th Street Station 
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Fleet of the Future Design Update 
January 2014 







Purpose 


• Share public comment with the Board 
• Preview the design that will appear in the 


final train car model.  
– The purpose of the final model is to re-


confirm design elements that were based on 
previous public input. 
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Board Directive For Robust 
Public Outreach Process 


3 


From Reuters: 


“In an inspired, yet practical move, BART’s Board of Directors 
have decided that the design should be informed by the riding 
public. Those who use the BART train system can give their 
input on their needs by visiting BART.gov.” 
 


From BART customers: 


“Great idea to ask for public input” 
“Process to receive input during design phases was good” 
“I appreciate the public's input being utilized” 







Public Input 
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Train Interior Model Prototype Seats 


Over 17,500 customers provided input so far. 







Topics 


1. Overall Interior 
2. Seats 
3. Armrests 
4. Tripod Poles 
5. Color 
6. Digital Screens 
7. Bike Rack Area/Flip-Down Seats 
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Overall Interior 
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Excellent 32% 


Good 53% 


Only Fair 12% 


Poor 1% 


MacArthur model research 
sessions, N=116 


“I like that it seems more 
open than the current cars, 
especially the aisles” 


“The interior seems more 
spacious” 


E - Car 







Seats 
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Features 


• Easy to clean, wipeable 
• Silicone cushions that 


retain shape longer 
• Room underneath for 


carry-on luggage 
• 74% recyclable 
• Lightweight – less 


energy to move the train 
• Made in the USA 







Seat Feedback 
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Formal 
Research 


results 


Open 
House 
results 


Excellent 20% 34% 


Good 49% 42% 


Only Fair 28% 18% 


Poor 3% 5% 


Medium Density Cushion Preferred 


N=187 


“I like the material being used.  I feel it will be 
easier to maintain for longevity & cleaning/health.” 


“The lower back curve on the seats is a great idea 
that can improve comfort levels greatly.” 


“I like the firmness of new seats. The current ones 
are too soft.” 


“Would look for more cushioned seats, better 
absorb the shocks or bumps on the ride.” 


“Use the same style & material as the vinyl seats 
on the old ones, these new seats are too hard on 
my bottom.” 


N=2,316 







Seat Caveats and Plan 
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Caveats: 


• Materials were not final production quality 
• Did not test on moving BART train 


 


Plan: 


• Proceed with the medium density foam bottom cushion 
and contoured seat back that offers lumbar support. 


• Confirm the seat design during the final train car model, 
pilot stage, and eventually in revenue service 
(note: any resulting changes would have cost and schedule implications). 







Armrests 
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Yes 34% 


No 48% 


Prototype seat  research 
sessions, N=187 


+ Increases perception of personal 


space 


+ 
Helps some passengers stand up by 


providing a surface to push up 


against 


- Limits ability to slide over from aisle 


seat to window seat 


- Limits seating flexibility for families 


and individuals who need extra space 







Armrest Plan 


• Based on public feedback, remove armrests 
for the final train car model. 


• Substitute spacers between the seats as an 
alternate way to accentuate sense of 
personal space. 
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Tripod Poles 
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Excellent 62% 


Good 27% 


Only Fair 4% 


Poor 3% 


MacArthur model 
research sessions, 
N=116 


“I think it makes the BART ride itself safer. When it 
comes to a stop or sometimes there’s a jolt or 
something, there’s something for people to hold 
on.” 


 “Currently, there's nothing for me to hang on to 
when cars are full . . . I'm a senior and it's easier 
for me to lose my balance now.” 


“Pole in the middle between the doors seems like it 
could be in the way of people with wheelchairs” 







Tripod Pole Plan 


• Offset pole away from 
wheelchair area to create 
a wide path (49 inches) 


• Educate customers to 
clear a path for 
wheelchair users 


• Embed wheelchair 
symbol in the floor to 
keep wheelchair area 
clear 
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Accessible Features 


• For customers with vision impairments:  inter-car barriers, 
automated announcements, pole markings to improve 
contrast 


• For customers with hearing impairments:  interior and 
exterior digital displays, test of induction loop system 


• For customers with mobility impairments: different-
colored priority seating, floor marking for wheelchair areas, 
seats that are higher off the floor making it easier to sit 
down and stand up, intercoms located near doors, 
separate door for bicycles 
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Color Design 
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Digital Screens 
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Interior LCD Screen 


Excellent 42% 
Good 48% 


Only Fair 9% 
Poor 2% 
2013 on line survey, n=300 


“Please use digital displays 
and recorded announcements 
for announcing train stops 
and train destinations.  I can’t 
decipher what the train 
conductor is saying most 
times.  If using displays, 
consider multiple languages.” 


“I think all BART trains need 
more maps – there should be 
a map by every door.” 







Other Features 


• Better circulation – 50% more doors 
make getting on and off the train faster 
and easier 


• Cooler – cooling systems will distribute 
air directly to the ceilings, making it more 
comfortable for standees on hot days 


• Quieter – microplug doors seal out noise 
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Bike Racks 
And Flip Down Seats 
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Flip 
down 
seats 







Seat Count 
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775 Cars 1,000 Cars 


Without Flip 


Down Seats 


With Flip 


Down Seats 


Without Flip 


Down Seats 


With Flip 


Down Seats 


Avg. Seats Per Car 54 57 54 57 


      


Total Seats In Fleet 41,850 44,175 54,000 57,000 


      
% Change vs Today +6.7% +12.6% +37.6% +45.3% 







Flip Down Seat Plan 


• In the final train car model, test a design that 
removes the flip down seats. 


• This option would allow bike racks to do 
their job of keeping bikes out of the way and 
not block seats, aisles, and doorways. 


• Maintain the goal of 1,000 cars to increase 
the total number of seats in the fleet. 
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Next Steps 


• Train Car Model – April 2014 
• Pilot Cars – June 2015 
• First production cars in service – Jan 2017 
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